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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 
 
GENERAL MOTORS LLC,   

 
Plaintiff, 

 
v. 
 
THE PARTNERSHIPS and 
UNINCORPORATED ASSOCIATIONS 
IDENTIFIED ON SCHEDULE “A,” 
 

Defendants. 

 
No. 22-cv-01525 
 

    Judge Franklin U. Valderrama 
 
     

  
 

PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION ORDER 
 

 THIS CAUSE being before the Court on Plaintiff General Motor LLC’s (Plaintiff or GM) 

Motion for Entry of a Preliminary Injunction, and the Court having heard the evidence before it 

hereby GRANTS GM’s Motion for Entry of a Preliminary Injunction in its entirety against the 

fully interactive, e-commerce stores1 operating under the seller aliases identified in Schedule A 

attached hereto (the Seller Aliases).  

 The Court further finds that it has personal jurisdiction over the Defendants based on 

Plaintiff’s unrebutted assertions that the Defendants directly target their business activities toward 

consumers in the United States, including Illinois.  Specifically, Plaintiff has provided a basis to 

conclude that Defendants have targeted sales to Illinois residents by setting up and operating e-

commerce stores that target United States consumers using one or more Seller Aliases, offer 

shipping to the United States, including Illinois, accept payment in U.S. dollars, and have sold 

products using counterfeit and infringing versions of GM’s federally registered trademarks 

(Chevrolet Trademarks) to residents of Illinois. In this case, Plaintiff has presented screenshot 

 
1 The e-commerce store urls are listed on Schedule A hereto under the Online Marketplaces. 
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evidence that each Defendant e-commerce store is reaching out to do business with Illinois 

residents by operating one or more commercial, interactive internet stores through which Illinois 

residents can and do purchase products using counterfeit versions of the Chevrolet Trademarks. 

See Exhibit 2 to the Declaration of Andrea Ankawi (R. 17), which includes screenshot evidence 

confirming that each Defendant internet store does stand ready, willing and able to ship its 

counterfeit goods to customers in Illinois bearing infringing and/or counterfeit versions of the 

Chevrolet Trademarks. A list of the Chevrolet Trademarks is included in the below chart. 

 
Registration 

No. 
Trademark Class Goods and Services 

647,235  
CHEVROLET 037 

Maintenance and repair 
service for automotive 
vehicles, parts, and 
accessories. 

1,471,518 

CHEVROLET 028 

Toys and playthings, 
namely, toy vehicles, toy 
cars, toy model 
hobbycraft kits. 

1,661,627 

CHEVROLET 012 

Motor land vehicles, 
namely, automobiles, 
passenger vans, cargo 
vans, sport utility 
vehicles, pick-up trucks, 
commercial land vehicles, 
namely, automobiles, 
trucks, vans, sport utility 
vehicles, chassis for the 
foregoing and any 
combination thereof and 
structural parts therefor, 
engines therefor, and 
structural parts thereof; 
cabs and chassis for 
trucks; chassis for vans 

1,667,108 CHEVROLET 042 Automobile and truck 
dealership services 

1,708,169 
CHEVROLET 016 

Printed materials, namely, 
manuals, brochures, and 
catalogs pertaining to the 
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features and controls, 
operation, maintenance, 
service and repair, and 
technical facts and 
specifications of motor 
vehicles 

2,309,369 CHEVROLET 024 Cloth banners, cloth flags 
and bed blankets 

2,311,214 CHEVROLET 006 Metal license plates 
2,348,249 

CHEVROLET 025 
Shirts, sweaters, jackets, 
hats, clothing ties, pants 
and shorts 

2,522,861 

CHEVROLET 028 

Balloons, Christmas tree 
ornaments, collectible toy 
cars, die cast vehicle 
models, golf bags, golf 
ball markers, golf balls, 
golf clubs, golf tees, 
peddle cars, coin operated 
pinball machines, plastic 
toy vehicle model 
hobbycraft kits, plastic 
toy model kit cars, radio 
controlled cars, coin 
operated video games and 
hand held units for 
playing video games 

2,563,091 

CHEVROLET 006 

Metal money clips, metal 
knobs, non-mechanical 
metal street signs, non-
mechanical metal parking 
signs, non-mechanical tin 
signs, metal key rings, 
metal license plates 

4,195,243 

CHEVROLET MYLINK 012 

Electronic interface 
modules sold as an 
integral part of a motor 
land vehicle for wired and 
wireless interface of 
handheld electronic 
devices 

2,469,555 
CHEVROLET RACING 016 

Pressure sensitive 
graphics, namely, decals, 
stickers, bumper stickers 

4,321,360 CHEVROLET SPARK 012 Motor land vehicles, 
namely, automobiles 
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2,313,769 CHEVROLET USA-1 006 Metal license plates 
3,506,116 CHEVROLETOR 028 Toy vehicles 
2,357,128 

CHEVY 016 

Pressure sensitive 
graphics for application to 
automobiles and 
automobile dealership 
windows, decals, stickers, 
bumperstickers, calendars 

2,308,986 CHEVY 025 Shirts, sweaters, jackets, 
hats, shorts 

1,494,385  

CHEVY 028 

Toys and playthings; 
namely, toy vehicles, toy 
cars, toy model battery-
operated remote and 
radio-controlled toy 
vehicles, friction powered 
toy vehicles and 
hobbycraft kits 

2,543,117  
CHEVY TRUCKS 021 

Beverage glassware, 
bottle openers, can wraps, 
mugs  

2,609,931 

CHEVY TRUCKS 025 

Clothing, namely, aprons, 
caps, coat, dress shirts, 
gloves, golf shirts, hats, 
jackets, polo shirts, 
rainwear, sunvisors, 
sweat shirts, t-shirts and 
vests 

2,649,537 

CHEVY TRUCKS 020 

Chairs, desk ornaments 
made of bone, ivory, 
plaster, plastic, wax, 
wood, china, crystal, 
glass and porcelain, non-
metal key chains, non-
metal key fobs, non-metal 
key holders, non-metal 
key rings, non-metal key 
tags, non-metal license 
plates, picture frames, 
plaques, plastic flags, seat 
cushions, stools 

2,313,756 
 
  

CAMARO 006 Metal license plates 

2,356,823 CAMARO 025 Shirts, sweaters, jackets, 
blazers, hats, clothing 
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ties, sweat suits, pants 
and shorts 

2,654,526 

CAMARO 020 

Desk ornaments, made of 
bone, ivory, plaster, 
plastic, wax, wood, china, 
crystal, glass and 
porcelain, non-metal key 
chains, non-metal key 
fobs, non-metal key 
holders, non-metal key 
rings, non-metal key tags, 
non-metal license plates, 
mirrors, non-metal money 
clips, picture frames, 
pillows, plastic flags, seat 
cushions, stools 

3,126,223 

CAMARO 012 

Automobile bumpers, 
automotive windshield 
shade screens fitted 
covers for vehicles, 
vehicle seat covers 

3,628,953 

CAMARO 012 

Motor land vehicles, 
namely, automobiles, 
engines therefor and 
structural parts thereof 

4,246,081 CAMARO 028 Toy vehicles 
4,246,082 CAMARO 009 Video game software 
1,470,779 

CAMARO Z-28 028 

Toys and playthings, 
namely, toy vehicles, toy 
cars, toy model 
hobbycraft kits 

4,646,598 CANYON 012 Motor land vehicles, 
namely, trucks 

5,046,433 

CANYON NIGHTFALL EDITION 012 

Motor vehicles parts and 
accessories, namely, 
option package for black 
motor vehicles comprised 
of a black grille, black 5-
inch assist steps, 18-inch 
aluminum wheels, 
polished exhaust tips, 
spray-in bedliner, remote 
start and automatic 
climate control, sold as a 
unit 

2,311,794  CHEVELLE 006 Metal license plates 
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4,431,312 CHEVELLE 012 Exterior badges for 
vehicles 

4,431,313 CHEVELLE 025 Clothing, namely, t-shirts, 
hats, sweatshirts 

4,431,314 CHEVELLE 028 Toy vehicles 
4,431,315 CHEVELLE 027 Floor mats for vehicles 
4,646,599 COLORADO 012 Motor land vehicles, 

namely, trucks 
5,350,973 

COMMERCIAL LINK 009 

Software application 
which allows subscribers 
to obtain vehicle 
information 

5,138,021 

COOL SHIELD 002 

Corrosion-inhibiting 
coating sold as a 
component ingredient of 
brake rotors for land 
vehicles 

3,970,828  COPO 012 Automobile engines and 
structural parts 

4,151,421 COPO 012 Automobiles 
5,726,814 

COPO 025 

Shirts and short-sleeved 
shirts, polo shirts, sweat 
shirts, jackets, baseball 
caps and hats, beanies 

1,467,522 
 
 
 
 
 
  

CORVETTE 028 

Toys and playthings, 
namely, toy vehicles, toy 
cars, toy model 
hobbycraft kits 

1,494,171 CORVETTE 014 Jewelry; namely, quartz 
watches 

1,494,980 CORVETTE 009 Eyeglasses 
1,495,033 

CORVETTE 012 

Motor vehicles; namely, 
automobiles, engines 
therefor, and structural 
parts thereof 

1,792,602 

CORVETTE 016 

Printed materials; namely, 
manuals, brochures, and 
catalogs pertaining to the 
features and controls, 
operation, maintenance, 
service and repair, and 
technical facts and 
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specifications of motor 
vehicles 

2,311,215 CORVETTE 006 Metal license plates 
2,314,485 

CORVETTE 025 

Shirts, sweaters, jackets, 
blazers, hats, clothing 
ties, sweat suits and 
shorts 

2,463,898 

CORVETTE 006 

Metal money clips, metal 
gear shift knobs, non-
mechanical metal street 
signs, non-mechanical 
metal parking signs, non-
mechanical tin signs, 
metal key rings, metal 
license plates 

3,147,782 CORVETTE C6 025 Clothing, namely, shirts, 
sweatshirts and t-shirts 

4,150,438 CORVETTE GRAND SPORT 012 Motor land vehicles, 
namely, automobiles 

5,643,759 

CRUZE PREMIER 012 

Motor land vehicles, 
namely, automobiles, 
sport utility vehicles, 
trucks, vans, engines 
therefor and structural 
parts thereof 

4,382,628 

EL CAMINO 012 

Upholstery for motor land 
vehicles; exterior and 
interior badges for motor 
land vehicles 

2,854,854 

EQUINOX 012 

Motor land vehicles, 
namely, automobiles, 
sport utility vehicles, 
trucks, vans, engines 
therefor and structural 
parts thereof 

2,757,501 

EXPRESS ACCESS 012 

Motor land vehicles, 
namely, vans, engines 
therefor, and structural 
parts thereof 

2,308,987 
  

GENUINE CHEVROLET 006 Metal license plates 

2,538,435 
GENUINE CHEVROLET 021 

Beverage glassware, can 
wraps, coasters, coolers, 
cups, mugs  
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2,678,108 
GENUINE CHEVROLET 009 

Computer mouse pads, 
neon signs; thermometers 
not for medical use  

4,444,192 

HIGH COUNTRY 012 

Motor land vehicles, 
namely, automobiles, 
sport utility vehicles, 
trucks and vans 

661,322 
  

IMPALA 012 Automobiles 

2,311,798 IMPALA 006 Metal license plates 
2,669,222 

IMPALA 020 

Chairs, non-metal key 
chains, non-metal key 
fobs, non-metal key 
holders, non-metal key 
rings, non-metal key tags, 
non-metal license plates, 
picture frames, plastic 
flags, stools 

4,275,949 L88 016 Decals 
4,275,878 

L88 012 
Exterior and interior 
badges for motor land 
vehicles 

4,382,776 LT-1 016 Decals 
4,713,011 

LT1 012 
Engines for automobiles, 
sport utility vehicles, 
trucks and vans 

2,092,090  
MALIBU 012 

Motor vehicles, namely, 
automobiles, engines 
therefor and structural 
parts thereof 

2,663,321 

MALIBU 020 

Desk ornaments made of 
bone, ivory, plaster, 
plastic, wax, wood, china, 
crystal, glass and 
porcelain, non-metal key 
chains, non-metal key 
fobs, non-metal key 
holders, non-metal key 
rings, nonmetal key tags, 
non-metal license plates, 
mirrors, non-metal money 
clips, picture frames, seat 
cushions and stools 

5,675,518 
MALIBU PREMIER 012 

Motor land vehicles, 
namely, automobiles, 
sport utility vehicles, 
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trucks, vans, engines 
therefor and structural 
parts thereof 

2,430,738  MONTE CARLO 006 Metal license plates 
2,681,174 

MONTE CARLO 020 

Non-metal key chains, 
non-metal key fobs, non-
metal key holders, non-
metal key rings, non-
metal key tags, non-metal 
license plates, plaques 

2,637,279 
ROADRESPONSE 012 

Struts and shock 
absorbers for land motor 
vehicle suspensions 

1,039,220 SILVERADO 012 Motor vehicles; namely, 
trucks 

1,519,946 
  

STINGRAY 028 

Toys and playthings; 
namely, toy vehicles, toy 
cars, battery-operated 
remote and radio-
controlled toy vehicles, 
and toy model hobbycraft 
kits 

1,750,042 STINGRAY 012 Nameplates for motor 
land vehicles 

4,436,811 STINGRAY 012 Motor land vehicles, 
namely, automobiles 

1,490,090  
SUBURBAN 012 

Motor vehicles, namely, 
trucks, engines thereof 
and structural parts 
therefor 

2,652,035 

SUBURBAN 020 

Chairs, desk ornaments 
made of bone, ivory, 
plaster, plastic, wax, 
wood, china, crystal, 
glass and porcelain, non-
metal key chains, non-
metal key fobs, non-metal 
key holders, non-metal 
key rings, non-metal key 
tags, non-metal license 
plates, plastic flags, seat 
cushions  

1,880,529  
TAHOE 012 

Motor vehicles, namely 
trucks, engines therefor, 
and structural parts 
thereof 
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2,652,036 

TAHOE 020 

Chairs, non-metal key 
chains, non-metal key 
fobs, non-metal key 
holders, non-metal key 
rings, non-metal key tags, 
non-metal license plates, 
plastic flags, seat 
cushions  

3,537,570 

TRAVERSE 012 

Motor land vehicles, 
namely, automobiles, 
sport utility vehicles, 
trucks, vans, engines 
therefor and structural 
parts thereof 

4,704,309 

TRAX 012 

Motor land vehicles, 
namely, automobiles, 
sport utility vehicles, 
trucks, vans, engines 
therefor and structural 
parts thereof 

4,275,899 TURBO-FIRE 016 Decals 
4,275,896  

TURBO-JET 012 
Exterior and interior 
badges for motor land 
vehicles 

4,275,897 TURBO-JET 016 Decals 
2,316,536 Z/28 025 Shirts, Jackets, Hats 
2,538,434 

Z06 025 

Clothing, namely, caps, 
coats, dress shirts, golf 
shirts, hats, jackets, polo 
shirts, sunvisors, sweat 
shirts, sweaters, t-shirts  

2,008,406 
  Z71 012 

Modified off road chassis 
sold as components of 
trucks 

2,308,988 Z71 025 Shirts, jackets, hats 

2,654,527 

Z71 020 

Chairs, non-metal key 
chains, non-metal key 
fobs, non-metal key 
holders, non-metal key 
rings, non-metal key tags, 
non-metal license plates, 
plastic flags  

5,027,847 
Z71 TRAIL BOSS 012 

Passenger vehicles, 
namely, light duty pickup 
trucks 
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4,279,992  ZR2 016 Decals 
5,566,056 

ZR2 012 

Motor land vehicles, 
namely, automobiles, 
sport utility vehicles, 
trucks, vans, engines 
therefor and structural 
parts thereof 

4,172,493 ZL1 012 Motor land vehicles, 
namely, automobiles 

4,117,179 ZL1 007 Automotive engine 
blocks 

216,070 

 
012 Automobiles 

 

1,540,658 

 
028 

Toys and playthings; 
namely, toy vehicles, toy 
cars, battery-operated 
remote and radio-
controlled toy vehicles, 
friction-powered toy 
vehicles, and toy model 
hobbycraft kits 

647,236 
 
  

 

037 

Maintenance and repair 
service for automotive 
vehicles, parts, and 
accessories 

2,311,397 

 

025 Shirts, jackets, hats, 
clothing ties and shorts 

2,563,092 

 

006 

Metal money clips, metal 
knobs, non-mechanical 
metal street signs, non-
mechanical metal parking 
signs, non-mechanical tin 
signs, metal key rings, 
metal license plates 

2,678,153 

 

020 

Non-metal key chains, 
non-metal key fobs, non-
metal key holders, non-
metal key rings, non-
metal key tags, non-metal 
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license plates, non-metal 
money clips, stools 

1,540,884 

 

037 

Maintenance and repair 
services for motor 
vehicles, parts and 
accessories 

2,311,791 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

006 Metal license plates 

2,311,792 

 

025 

Shirts, sweaters, jackets, 
blazers, hats, clothing 
ties, sweat suits, pants 
and shorts 

2,311,918 

 

024 Cloth banners, cloth flags, 
and bed blankets 

2,538,436 

 

021 

Beverage glassware, 
bottle openers, can wraps, 
coasters, commemorative 
plates, coolers, 
corkscrews, cups, glass 
canisters, ice scrapers 
with brushes, mugs, 
ornament replicas of 
vehicles made of glass, 
crystal and ceramic, 
portable containers, salt 
and pepper shakers, 
service trays, squeeze 
bottles and steins 
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2,550,170 

 

028 

Balloons, Christmas tree 
ornaments, collectible toy 
cars, diecast vehicle 
models, golf balls, peddle 
cars, pinball machines, 
plastic vehicle kits, 
plastic vehicle models, 
radio controlled cars  

2,562,025 

 

014 

Belt buckles, charms, 
clocks, coins, cuff-links, 
earrings, lapel pins, 
money clips, pendants, 
rings, watches 

2,578,898 

 

025 

Aprons, gloves, 
headbands, rainwear, 
robes, scarves, sleepwear, 
slippers, socks, sunvisors, 
sweaters, and vests 

2,734,714 

 

009 

Binoculars; calculators; 
photographic cameras; 
directional compasses; 
computer mouse pads; 
computer mouses; 
computer game software 
for use in arcade games, 
hand held electronic 
games and video games; 
computer screen saver 
software; electric signs; 
eyeglass cases; 
eyeglasses; computer and 
video game cartridges; 
video game interactive 
hand held remote controls 
for playing electronics 
games; hand held joy 
stick units for playing 
video games; graduated 
rulers; interactive video 
games of virtual reality 
comprised of computer 
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software and hardware; 
decorative magnets; 
magnifying glasses; neon 
signs; prerecorded 
videotapes featuring 
information on 
automobiles; radio 
antennas; radios; 
sunglasses; tape 
measures; telephones; 
thermometers not for 
medical use; tire pressure 
gauges; video rewinders; 
yard sticks 

2,736,654 

 

020 

Badge holders made of 
plastic, chairs, desk 
ornaments made of bone, 
ivory, plaster, plastic, 
wax and wood, non-metal 
jewelry boxes, non-metal 
key chains, non-metal key 
fobs, non-metal key 
holders, non-metal key 
rings, non-metal key tags, 
non-metal license plates, 
mirrors, non-metal money 
clips, name badges made 
of plastic, name plates 
made of plastic, picture 
frames, pillows, plaques, 
plastic flags, seat 
cushions, stools 

2,779,456 

 

006 

Metal banks, metal 
decorative boxes, ingots 
of common metal, metal 
key chains, metal key 
fobs, metal key rings, 
metal keys, license plates 
made of metal, non-
luminous and non-
mechanical metal signs, 
money clips made of 
metal, ornamental 
replicas of vehicles made 
of metal, non-luminous 
and non-mechanical 
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parking signs made of 
metal, non-luminous and 
non-mechanical street 
signs made of metal, 
metal tool boxes 

95,398 

 

012 Automobiles, motor-
vehicles, and parts thereof 

1,519,942 
 
 
 

 

028 

Toys and play-things; 
namely, toy vehicles, toy 
cars, battery-operated 
remote and radio-
controlled toy vehicles, 
friction-powered toy 
vehicles, and toy model 
hobbycraft kits 

1,530,792 

 

014 Clocks 

1,661,628 

 

012 

Motor land vehicles;, 
namely, automobiles, 
passenger vans, cargo 
vans, sport utility 
vehicles, pick-up trucks, 
commercial land 
vehicles;, namely, 
automobiles, trucks, vans, 
sport utility vehicles, 
chassis for the foregoing 
and any combination 
thereof and structural 
parts therefor, engines 
therefor, and structural 
parts thereof; cabs and 
chassis for trucks; chassis 
for vans 

1,668,924 

 

042 Automobile and truck 
dealership services 
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2,555,071 

 

006 

Non-luminous and non-
mechanical metal street 
signs and parking signs, 
metal license plates, and 
metal key rings 

579,485  012 Automobiles 
2,311,399 

 

025 Shirts, jackets, hats, 
clothing ties, sweat suits 

2,631,880 

 

016 

Automotive books; bank 
checks; bumper stickers; 
desktop business card 
holders; business cards; 
calendars; checkbook 
covers; decals; greeting 
cards; note pads; 
paperweights; pen and 
pencil holders; pens; 
pictures; playing cards; 
posters; lithographic 
prints; trading and 
collector cards 

2,654,528 

 

020 

Chairs, desk ornaments, 
made of bone, ivory, 
plaster, wax, wood, china, 
crystal, glass and 
porcelain, jewelry boxes 
not of metal, non-metal 
key chains, non-metal key 
fobs, non-metal key 
holders, non-metal key 
rings, non-metal key tags, 
non-metal license plates, 
non-metal money clips, 
picture frames, pillows, 
plaques, plastic flags, seat 
cushions, stools 

2,750,257 

 

020 

Desk ornaments made of 
plastic, and wood, jewelry 
boxes not of metal, non-
metal key chains, non-
metal key fobs, non-metal 
key holders, non-metal 
key rings, non-metal key 
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tags, non-metal novelty 
license plates, non-metal 
money clips, picture 
frames, plaques 

2,232,346 
  

 

016 

Printed materials; namely, 
manuals, brochures, and 
catalogs pertaining to the 
features and controls, 
operation, maintenance, 
service and repair, and 
technical facts and 
specifications of motor 
vehicles 

2,242,877 

 

009, 
014, 
016, 
018, 
021, 
025 

Sunglasses, eyeglass 
cases and computer 
peripheral mouse pads 
 
Jewelry, namely, tie 
tacks, lapel pins, watches 
and charms 
 
Note pads, playing cards, 
posters 
 
Umbrellas, luggage, gym 
bags, leather key fobs, 
briefcase-type portfolios, 
attache cases and wallets 
 
Mugs, portable coolers, 
coasters not of paper and 
not being table linen and 
beverage glassware 
 
Shirts, sweaters, jackets, 
hats, clothing ties, sweat 
suits and shorts 

2,683,719 

 

020 

Chairs, desk ornaments, 
namely, ornaments of 
plastic or wood, non-
metal key chains, non-
metal key fobs, non-metal 
key holders, non-metal 
key rings, non-metal key 
tags, non-metal license 
plates, picture frames, 
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pillows, plaques, plastic 
flags, seat cushions, 
stools 

3,739,089 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

009 

Sunglasses, sunglass 
cases, computer mouse, 
laptop carrying cases, CD 
cases, neon signs 

3,739,090 

 

012 

Fitted dashboard covers 
for vehicles, vehicle tire 
valve stem caps, fitted 
covers for vehicles, 
license plate frames 

3,739,092 

 

018 
Wallets, duffle bags, 
backpacks, umbrellas, 
trunks 

3,739,093 

 

020 Stools 

3,739,094 

 

021 
Beverage glassware, 
mugs, travel insulated 
beverage containers 

3,739,096 

 

025 

Clothing, namely, t-shirts, 
hats, jackets, shirts, 
sweatshirts, coats, 
bandanas 

3,739,097 

 

027 Floor mats for vehicles 
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3,739,098 

 

028 Toy vehicles 

4,482,475 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

012 

Motor land vehicles, 
namely, automobiles, 
engines therefor and 
structural parts thereof 

4,597,263 

 

028 
Toy vehicles, ride-on toy 
vehicles, remote 
controlled toy vehicles 

4,601,524 

 

014 Lapel pins, watches 

4,601,525 

 

016 Posters, pens, calendars, 
blank journal books 

4,601,526 

 

021 

Mugs, travel mugs, 
drinking glasses, water 
bottles sold empty, 
portable beverage coolers 

4,601,527 

 

025 Shirts, hats, jackets, coats, 
pullovers 

4,719,036 

 

006 Non-luminous and non-
mechanical metal signs 
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4,719,043 

 

018 Duffel bags, leather credit 
card cases 

2,545,728 

 

025 

Clothing, namely, shirts, 
t-shits, jogging suits, 
sweat shirts, sweat pants, 
bandanas, sweaters, 
socks, hats, leather 
jackets, coats, ties, jackets 
 

1,491,293 
 
 
 
  

 

028 

Toys and plaything; 
namely, toy vehicles, toy 
cars, toy model 
hobbycraft kits, battery-
operated remote and 
radio-controlled toy 
vehicles; and friction 
powered toy vehicles 

1,494,172 

 

014 Jewelry; namely quartz 
watches and gold rings 

2,311,917 

 

025 

Shirts, sweaters, jackets, 
blazers, hats, clothing 
ties, sweat suits, pants 
and shorts 

2,545,133 

 

016 

Automotive books, bank 
checks, bumper stickers, 
business card holders, 
business cards, calendars, 
checkbook covers, 
children's activity books, 
decals, note pad holders, 
note pads, paperweights, 
pen and pencil holders, 
pens, photo albums, 
pictures, playing cards, 
posters, reproduction 
lithographic prints, 
trading and collector 
cards 
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2,578,899 

 

025 Sleepwear, sunvisors, and 
vests 

2,666,595 

 

020 

Chairs, desk ornaments 
made of bone, ivory, 
plaster, plastic, wax, 
wood, china, crystal, 
glass and porcelain, 
jewelry boxes not of 
metal, non-metal key 
chains, non-metal key 
fobs, non-metal key 
holders, non-metal key 
rings, non-metal key tags, 
non-metal license plates, 
mirrors, picture frames, 
pillows, plaques, plastic 
flags, plastic storage bins, 
seat cushions, stools 

6,190,715 

 

012 

Motor land vehicles, 
namely, automobiles, 
engines therefor and 
structural parts thereof 

6,639,689 

 

006, 
014, 
016, 
018, 
021, 
025, 
028 

Non-luminous and non-
mechanical metal signs  
 
Posters, pens, calendars, 
blank journal books 
 
Duffel bags, leather credit 
card cases.  
 
Mugs, travel mugs, 
drinking glasses, water 
bottles sold empty, non-
electric portable beverage 
coolers 
  
Shirts, hats, jackets, coats, 
pullovers 
 
Toy vehicles, remote 
controlled toy vehicles 
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6,433,801 

 

012 Vehicle windshields; 
vehicle windows 

3,650,649 
 
  

 

006 Metal holiday ornaments; 
sculptures made of metal 

3,650,651 

 

016 

Posters, decals, pressure 
sensitive graphics for 
application to 
automobiles, desktop 
business card holders 

3,650,654 

 

021 Beverage glassware 

3,650,657 

 

022 Lanyards for holding 
badges and passes 

4,514,976 
 
 
 
 
   

012 Motor land vehicles, 
namely, automobiles 

4,597,272 

 

021 Mugs, travel mugs 

4,597,273 

 

025 Shirts, hats 

4,597,275 

 

028 
Toy vehicles, ride-on toy 
vehicles, remote 
controlled toy vehicles 
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4,597,292 

 

006 Non-luminous and non-
mechanical metal signs 

4,601,531 

 

014 Lapel pins 

4,601,532 

 

016 Pens, posters, blank 
journal books 

2,700,379 

 

020 

Chairs, non-metal key chain  
non-metal key fobs, non-
metal key holders, non-met  
key rings, non-metal key tag  
non-metal license plates, 
stools 

4,863,379 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

025 Clothing, namely, hats 
and shirts 

4,863,380 

 

014 Lapel pins 

4,863,381 

 

006 Non-luminous and non-
mechanical metal signs 

4,863,382 

 

016 Posters, calendars 
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4,863,383 

 

020 Decorative mirror 

4,863,384 

 

021 Stone coasters 

4,863,385 

 

024 Cloth banners 

5,004,543 

 

012 Motor land vehicles, 
namely, automobiles 

1,506,101 

 
028 

Toys and playthings; 
namely, toy vehicles, toy 
cars, battery-operated 
remote and radio-
controlled toy vehicles, 
friction-powered toy 
vehicles, and toy model 
hobbycraft kits 

2,346.738 

 
025 Shirts, jackets, and hats 

1,898,835 
 
 
  

 

012 

Motor vehicles, namely 
automobiles, engines 
therefor, and structural 
parts thereof 

2,346,737 

 

025 Shirts, jackets, hats, pants 

2,346,904 

 

016 Stickers and calendars 
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2,349,761 

 

006 Metal license plates 

2,756,065 

 

020 

Non-metal key chains, 
non-metal key fobs, non-
metal key holders, non-
metal key rings, non-
metal key tags, non-metal 
novelty license plates  

2,721,375 

 

020 

Key fobs, key tags, key 
chains and key rings not 
made of metal; non-metal 
license plates  

2,705,700  

 

028 Toy vehicles 
 

2,705,698 

 

028 Toy vehicles 

2,705,697 

 

028 Toy vehicles 

2,705,702 

 

028 Toy vehicles 

2,708,261 

 
028 Toy vehicles 

3,161,525 

 
028 

Miniature models of 
vehicles, toy vehicles, toy 
model hobby kits for the 
construction of toy 
vehicles, collectable toy 
cars 
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THE COURT FURTHER FINDS that injunctive relief previously granted in the 

Temporary Restraining Order (TRO) should remain in place through the pendency of this litigation 

and that issuing this Preliminary Injunction is warranted under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65.  

Evidence submitted in support of this Motion and in support of GM’s previously granted Motion 

for Entry of a Temporary Restraining Order establishes that GM has demonstrated a likelihood of 

success on the merits; that no remedy at law exists; and that GM will suffer irreparable harm if the 

injunction is not granted.  Specifically, GM has demonstrated a prima facie case of trademark 

infringement because (1) the Chevrolet Trademarks are distinctive marks and are registered with 

the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office on the Principal Register, (2) Defendants are not licensed or 

authorized to use any of the Chevrolet Trademarks, and (3) Defendants’ use of the Chevrolet 

Trademarks is causing a likelihood of confusion as to the origin or sponsorship of Defendants’ 

products with GM.  Furthermore, Defendants’ continued and unauthorized use of the Chevrolet 

Trademarks irreparably harms GM through diminished goodwill and brand confidence, damage to 

GM’s reputation, and loss of exclusivity.  Monetary damages fail to address such damage and, 

therefore, GM has an inadequate remedy at law.  Moreover, the public interest is served by entry 

of this Preliminary Injunction to dispel the public confusion created by Defendants’ actions.  As 

such, the Court orders that: 

1. Defendants, their officers, agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and all persons acting 

for, with, by, through, under, or in active concert them be preliminarily enjoined and 

restrained from: 

a. using the Chevrolet Trademarks or any reproductions, counterfeit copies or colorable 

imitations thereof in any manner in connection with the distribution, marketing, 

advertising, offering for sale, or sale of any product that is not a genuine Chevrolet 
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product or not authorized by GM to be sold in connection with the Chevrolet 

Trademarks; 

b. passing off, inducing, or enabling others to sell or pass off any product as a genuine 

Chevrolet product or any other product produced by GM, that is not GM’s or not 

produced under the authorization, control or supervision of GM and approved by GM 

for sale under the Chevrolet Trademarks; 

c. committing any acts calculated to cause consumers to believe that Defendants’ products 

are those sold under the authorization, control or supervision of GM, or are sponsored 

by, approved by, or otherwise connected with GM; and 

d. manufacturing, shipping, delivering, holding for sale, transferring or otherwise moving, 

storing, distributing, returning, or otherwise disposing of, in any manner, products or 

inventory not manufactured by or for GM, nor authorized by GM to be sold or offered 

for sale, and which bear any of GM’s trademarks, including the Chevrolet Trademarks, 

or any reproductions, counterfeit copies or colorable imitations thereof.  

2. Defendants shall not transfer or dispose of any money or other of Defendants’ assets in any 

of Defendants’ financial accounts. 

3. GM is authorized to issue expedited written discovery to Defendants, pursuant to Federal 

Rules of Civil Procedure 33, 34 and 36, related to: 

a. the identities and locations of Defendants, their agents, servants, employees, 

confederates, attorneys, and any persons acting in concert or participation with them, 

including all known contact information, including any and all associated e-mail 

addresses; and 
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b. the nature of Defendants’ operations and all associated sales, methods of payment for 

services and financial information, including, without limitation, identifying 

information associated with the Online Marketplaces and Defendants’ financial 

accounts, including Defendants’ sales and listing history related to their respective 

Online Marketplaces. 

c. any financial accounts owned or controlled by Defendants, including their officers, 

agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and any persons acting in active concert or 

participation with them, including such accounts residing with or under the control of 

any banks, savings and loan associations, payment processors or other financial 

institutions, including, without limitation, PayPal, Inc. (PayPal), eBay Inc. (eBay), 

Alipay, ContextLogic Inc. d/b/a Wish.com (Wish.com), Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. 

(Alibaba), Ant Financial Services Group (Ant Financial), Amazon Pay, DHgate, 

Walmart, Inc. (Walmart), or other merchant account providers, payment providers, 

third party processors, and credit card associations (e.g., MasterCard and VISA). 

4. Upon GM’s request, any third party with actual notice of this Order who is providing 

services for any of the Defendants, or in connection with any of Defendants’ Online 

Marketplaces, including, without limitation, any online marketplace platforms such as 

eBay, AliExpress, Alibaba, Amazon.com, Wish.com, Walmart, and DHgate (collectively, 

the Third Party Providers) shall, within ten (10) calendar days after receipt of such notice, 

provide to GM expedited discovery, limited to copies of documents and records in such 

person’s or entity’s possession or control sufficient to determine: 
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a. the identities and locations of Defendants, their agents, servants, employees, 

confederates, attorneys, and any persons acting in concert or participation with them, 

including all known contact information and all associated e-mail addresses; 

b. the nature of Defendants’ operations and all associated sales, methods of payment for 

services and financial information, including, without limitation, identifying 

information associated with the Online Marketplaces and Defendants’ financial 

accounts, as well as providing a full accounting of Defendants’ sales and listing history 

related to their respective Online Marketplaces; and 

c. any financial accounts owned or controlled by Defendants, including their agents, 

servants, employees, confederates, attorneys, and any persons acting in concert or 

participation with them, including such accounts residing with or under the control of 

any banks, savings and loan associations, payment processors or other financial 

institutions, including, without limitation, PayPal, Inc. (PayPal), eBay, Alipay, 

Alibaba, Ant Financial Services Group (Ant Financial), Amazon Pay, Wish.com, 

Walmart and DHgate, or other merchant account providers, payment providers, third 

party processors, and credit card associations (e.g., MasterCard and VISA). 

5. Upon GM’s request, those with notice of the injunction, including the Third Party Providers 

as defined in Paragraph 4, shall within ten (10) calendar days after receipt of such notice, 

disable and cease displaying any advertisements used by or associated with Defendants in 

connection with the sale of counterfeit and infringing goods using the Chevrolet 

Trademarks. 
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6. Any Third Party Providers, including PayPal, eBay, Alipay, Alibaba, Ant Financial, 

Wish.com, Walmart, DHgate, and Amazon Pay, shall, within ten (10) calendar days of 

receipt of this Order: 

a. locate all accounts and funds connected to Defendants’ Seller Aliases and Online 

Marketplaces, including, but not limited to, any financial accounts connected to the 

information listed in Schedule A hereto; and  

b. restrain and enjoin any such accounts or funds from transferring or disposing of any 

money or other of Defendants’ assets until further ordered by the Court.   

7. GM may provide notice of these proceedings to Defendants, including service of process 

pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(f)(3), and any future motions, by electronically publishing a 

link to the Complaint, this Order and other relevant documents on a website and by sending 

an e-mail to Defendants that includes a link to said website. The Clerk of the Court is 

directed to issue a single original summons in the name of “The Partnerships and all other 

Defendants identified in the Complaint” that shall apply to all Defendants.   The 

combination of providing notice via electronic publication and e-mail, along with any 

notice that Defendants receive from payment processors, shall constitute notice reasonably 

calculated under all circumstances to apprise Defendants of the pendency of the action and 

afford them the opportunity to present their objections. 

8. Schedule A to the Complaint [2], Exhibit 2 to the Declaration of Andrea Ankawi [17], and 

the TRO [23] are unsealed.   

9. Any Defendant or other persons that is subject to this Order may appear and move to 

dissolve or modify the Order as permitted by and in compliance with the Federal Rules of 
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Civil Procedure and Northern District of Illinois Local Rules.  Any third party impacted by 

this Order may move for appropriate relief. 

10. The $10,000.00 bond posted by GM shall remain with the Court until a Final disposition 

of this case or until this Preliminary Injunction is terminated. 

 

      IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated:  May 18, 2022    
 
              

Franklin U. Valderrama 
United States District Judge 
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General Motors LLC v. The Partnerships and Unincorporated Associations Identified on Schedule 
"A" - Case No. 22-cv-1525 

   

Schedule A 
   

   
Defendant Online Marketplaces 

No URL Name / Seller Alias 
1 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2AU0EBGVILE9P Guangzhou Mayor Mai Trading Co., Ltd. 
2 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2B70Y5NU3YCPB at-parts 
3 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2BAA9AJYYO5C2 YUNSHE 
4 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2BGYGJT41RMDK KKY Best 
5 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2BLVGCW11MP4R HACHISHOP 
6 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2BOEHUW3ILC2X MEALAM AUTO 
7 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2C1L4DKNAM1TN Chengdufuyuxiuwangloukejiyouxiangongsi 
8 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2DF55EWOPU9SB Generic Auto Parts 
9 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2DJ6G3KHBKCFQ Zhangxiufengbaihuoshangdian 

10 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2DYPKW8EVSBTG liuzhongying 
11 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2E45AB63YPOOC DL-DD 
12 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2EYR8JVB2Z1OY Auto sport 
13 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2EZ0YM3JGE0TC LOVEON US 
14 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2FNJZDX3GPWNK BYFWD 
15 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2FV3YV8OOECQF AnnyflyDirect 
16 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2G2ILNBMH67Z1 GLAAPER 
17 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2H6GXLEO3F4HH JuShiShen 
18 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2HZGQOG8FL1Z2 Vance Technology 
19 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2I4KAI4BBGWJ0 Zhoong 
20 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2IF4UHUFG3TLQ careboot 
21 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2ILBRGAT03OW0 ZYPENG 
22 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2J8R99YLOJF4Y SKOPOGREECE 
23 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2JPW4H9LHRGPC AUTO-HQ 
24 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2KK2SVMRNKWWT Cardiytools 
25 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2L3N4ORSY98SY bozhoushipajiao 
26 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2L8W5YVG95NT9 shenzhenmoudoumaoyiyouxiangongsi 
27 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2LATAIBIWU3PO JOKLIDA 
28 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2MC6RS389N2VO HUANGRONGDEDIAN 
29 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2MGG6LP75N0RW luoyougufushidian 
30 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2MO6QH5UGF1FM YUNONG 
31 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2NR5PQJMXD1R5 ENMOON Direct-JS 
32 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2OABBB28NT9VV Duoles 
33 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2OWXEECKWKNT0 ILSOCD 
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34 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2PNPTZPFCI874 yunnanmayeshengwukeji 
35 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2PQV8F64RF8LF LuxiaoLAN 
36 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2PS76XO5LDZ8P You&F 
37 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2QB3COCVWMK26 chenshin 
38 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2QGSGZUI4Q7DW Bearfire Outdoor 
39 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2QNEG75ICSRI7 dujiongshangmaoyouxiangongsi 
40 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2QQDJLSSPZK7J jiacanstore 
41 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2QSMISHO5W46U DEMILLO 
42 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2R6ZYLC7YVDTH Cuorung 
43 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2S44YPY9RP0EE XinShengZongHeShangDian 
44 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2SES9COU59XZ6 Kunmono 
45 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2T16H4N1JT3D8 niujianpeng113 
46 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2T50NPUFR1UU6 GO-UPP Speciality Store 
47 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2T5DXREM5HB7Z wudixiandsiwufhsabaihuodian 
48 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2TA46GQEC382I yusun store 
49 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2TUHNEFWAMHWS jinangsales 
50 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2U975T6ILSEII Sweet Lee 
51 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2UKLG0PRHWP21 lijinzhongstore 
52 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2UUQXP75TB7Q1 Lanhaishangmao 
53 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2V3ILKLDGY75P coolsport 
54 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2V9Q3G34OCGM2 CEBAT 
55 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2VSZP8MCIKVGX Fancuipingshangdian 
56 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2WJK8AJSCGQ3V Shenwinfy 
57 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2WNP77E5HURJB BaoFu-Store 
58 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2X8EV8YIIUOT0 HUAWEI1 
59 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2XDN7M7OLHBU4 sparkle-um 
60 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2XGFG186MT803 Xiong Kai Xue 
61 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2XJFS9Q2AM8RQ SOUTHCITY GENERAL STORE 
62 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2Y1VJB6JNZZLW famousgoods 
63 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2YK97S7W37ZF2 YijieStore 
64 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2Z6VGVXC41SL5 lituojiancaiteel 
65 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2Z9B1Q7DJRV5V Moonlinks 
66 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2ZNJ1Q3B9QEZV Jiayiyuan 
67 amazon.com/sp?seller=A30UL0R2ROR181 Lx car 
68 amazon.com/sp?seller=A31T65S31USZ8L QianSport 
69 amazon.com/sp?seller=A31VQSUSZJQ8KD guangzhougaozhishangmaoyouxiangongsi 
70 amazon.com/sp?seller=A332KN2TU6J7Q4 KPPOWER 
71 amazon.com/sp?seller=A33FWW0X4D9KSR Astany Store 
72 amazon.com/sp?seller=A33QANFNVY4MLW Almoo 
73 amazon.com/sp?seller=A33U6P5XWWAYFP Changlingbaihuo 
74 amazon.com/sp?seller=A346ULEELA089D City qiangjieke Trade Co., Ltd 
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75 amazon.com/sp?seller=A35AOSOYYYOKFO SuYue-Store 
76 amazon.com/sp?seller=A36GR04U15F94I LilzeCover 
77 amazon.com/sp?seller=A36NGOLBL6WR3P Sellerbeat 
78 amazon.com/sp?seller=A36O5U8AKTIWD9 Gvbest 
79 amazon.com/sp?seller=A36PC8IWF57E1K Haiyuan Materials 
80 amazon.com/sp?seller=A36VZXSIKR382 Hot Keywords 
81 amazon.com/sp?seller=A37I8ICYTHHWS8 hongchuangyoupin 
82 amazon.com/sp?seller=A37QTD0C4XL1RU WanSheng Shop 
83 amazon.com/sp?seller=A385VWWBOE6ZHJ Xiaxcbn Xiangoiyuang 
84 amazon.com/sp?seller=A38M737RV5093K BOSHISHU 
85 amazon.com/sp?seller=A38R2DW1F1BMWH tianweiguangshop 
86 amazon.com/sp?seller=A39030D45NTRB2 putianhanqiujixieshebeizulinyouxiangongsi 
87 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3BWPXRT4CPR33 viocos 
88 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3DDIINW6CCTB9 guzetop 
89 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3DK0JG5NZ3V0A Zeronumber Store 
90 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3DXZFS8TGI55F linchengyuan 
91 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3EC9EZXLD020Q Qptimum 
92 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3EGLQJ6M743Q9 meshacke 
93 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3F03YMSMKMIIU Y52Iz1vc 
94 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3F1H8S1SU55OL zhangzezheng789 
95 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3FCP001Y3217D WANIBDHAT 
96 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3FTOCK2FESL3E XXTZZZ 
97 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3FXBMMZN2TVAK cequanshangmao 
98 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3GUM14ZIW8D0J Chen Bao Zhen 
99 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3HR62HC1Z2FQV qulityAAstore 

100 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3IBDBCZ8GF4RY BBruaclub 
101 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3K54HHS8PRBZ8 zexinsho 
102 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3KCSZNRI949AD YIBINMAOYI 
103 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3KJA3ZC4P8OAR JEM&JULES 
104 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3KTQ2I8KFCUWR hiyih 
105 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3KXP015CPQHB8 ByLan 
106 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3LQYBQ8E0KY9J Edxtech Limited 
107 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3MC3V0D7NXDUW Sparkoo 
108 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3MFAMRAT9A5G9 XITER 
109 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3N7PTZU64H8Y2 Mast one 
110 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3N7W3H496G2J0 silinice 
111 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3O6FLHZOCT5LA senmirui 
112 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3OD82FFAZO9K9 Whaizuh 
113 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3OJIP6MG86T0N Guoo 
114 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3OSWUIE6S3Q7C Hugewolf 
115 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3PDIX3VT9O14G Yuanpingshijianweiriyongpinshanghang 
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116 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3PO0SXHW7IOUN Forza Motorsport 
117 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3Q12YLS8AY2UX duanxiaofengdm 
118 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3QJBXE9QBE35R Auto  Modifier 
119 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3QZLQBAAU1MFG Kune 
120 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3S49O0HTDP36C xiaojiaxiuchehang 
121 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3S5F5PSGL92U4 Topratedus 
122 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3SKHF9CX08430 IFA TOP 
123 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3SULM1R7YH0F4 LLing Sport 
124 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3TYVP4M9IYP6P AR AUTO STORE 
125 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3U1KW37Q6OTNV zewandedian 
126 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3UCXG6APWG6ZT LANGDAO 
127 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3V4O2IWOFGDCI Only.u 
128 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3VAKXS98DTMVP guangzhoudongyuemaoyiyouxiangongsi 
129 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3VC1GS16AR266 Janmonjoy 
130 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3VLMX9VDO3TFQ Kasey AutoParts Store 
131 amazon.com/sp?seller=A3W1ZRTHQB7TXY LonggangStore 
132 amazon.com/sp?seller=A404MA51OQYR9 Qideloon Auto 
133 amazon.com/sp?seller=A4I556MJ0EGVG CrazySZ 
134 amazon.com/sp?seller=A588DFMWJ455C Twinse 
135 amazon.com/sp?seller=A78WNFLEPQE6W BOSIDA 
136 amazon.com/sp?seller=A7DFRNPLO9DZS xyss 
137 amazon.com/sp?seller=A7K05FACLLS3M Guangzhou Nansha shijingkan Trading Co., Ltd 
138 amazon.com/sp?seller=A90OAB08MQ730 huanghuaxing 
139 amazon.com/sp?seller=A959BL7UYH0L4 guoxiaogangStore 
140 amazon.com/sp?seller=A977NMZAGSP0Y ZKHXFS 
141 amazon.com/sp?seller=A9G7CY9E8P697 Guangzhou Yangyi Trading Co., Ltd. 
142 amazon.com/sp?seller=AA35HH5I3WD7K OSIRCAIUHD 
143 amazon.com/sp?seller=AA3ORYXFYTIQS guangzhoushishangdefanmaoyiyouxiangongsi 
144 amazon.com/sp?seller=AAGXZBZNEC25W FHSDFHSD 
145 amazon.com/sp?seller=AAIM9FLVVWJD4 yiguiz846 
146 amazon.com/sp?seller=AAQXV8IM0E1AY bauhuchyu6 
147 amazon.com/sp?seller=AB9090YC3ULNY CygniCon US 
148 amazon.com/sp?seller=ABI3IM0GUT3R4 Flyjust 
149 amazon.com/sp?seller=AD95JTFJPH0G Broqixin 
150 amazon.com/sp?seller=ADTVVCIPORQJ3 SFDHRTJR 
151 amazon.com/sp?seller=AFBS3BKG7TZB6 QQ Dsign 
152 amazon.com/sp?seller=AFLRW9JKTJLYK DL-AR 
153 amazon.com/sp?seller=AFR46Y8S4O8PO qifang6 
154 amazon.com/sp?seller=AG189J1BG6MHI Auto Rover 
155 amazon.com/sp?seller=AGZ3LWF02H1WE huancuiqumanzhuoxiaochibu2018 
156 amazon.com/sp?seller=AHCV8UG7404ZD Partlandi 
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157 amazon.com/sp?seller=AHHEX6LMT9P52 XTTJ 
158 amazon.com/sp?seller=AHJXSHHZ0OYBY buzhidheg 
159 amazon.com/sp?seller=AHSUYORBSJWO2 BAILUNTE 
160 amazon.com/sp?seller=AIDSLEQWQDHYE F-MORE 
161 amazon.com/sp?seller=AJ475ZT3JT923 MulLfSATs 
162 amazon.com/sp?seller=AK4O7WQ24KEXK JiaXingWangDian 
163 amazon.com/sp?seller=ALNMT52YFSKCF Wowinn 
164 amazon.com/sp?seller=ALQJ602Z5X9KD Zheng guoxian 
165 amazon.com/sp?seller=AMKIW6HIOZL17 CARRUN 
166 amazon.com/sp?seller=AN875Q4SZ9EY Lin Xi Trading 
167 amazon.com/sp?seller=ANGLB03A75SZU Flag Pro LLC 
168 amazon.com/sp?seller=AOGF3PW8P4OID Hong Si 
169 amazon.com/sp?seller=AOX232YIHKPLQ JWTRADE 
170 amazon.com/sp?seller=APLIVEJLOLN9Y haoweiqimao 
171 amazon.com/sp?seller=APNAKW8OQNTF7 Lisha Store 
172 amazon.com/sp?seller=AQB86V3ZKV5QB SUORTYVB 
173 amazon.com/sp?seller=AQCOOL4KL1L1P peixianmantianshangmaoyouxiangongsi 
174 amazon.com/sp?seller=AR2WFE3GEGK6M Bing Wang Dongdong 
175 amazon.com/sp?seller=ARDDPEY0FSX2T huagogo 
176 amazon.com/sp?seller=ARPX9AO2CGUF3 guangzhoushirongxinkejiyouxiangongsi 
177 amazon.com/sp?seller=ARX0WM79NEMYD ShangjiaStore 
178 amazon.com/sp?seller=AS0QFEB1BXUYP Vagair Store 
179 amazon.com/sp?seller=ASA77HKG0QZD8 mengjiezzz 
180 amazon.com/sp?seller=ASQENJB1EY1C Cutting Edge Frame 
181 amazon.com/sp?seller=ATLX2ELNLZOID yuyimaoyigongsi 
182 amazon.com/sp?seller=ATQJS8ZVMHN8D mnishengxin 
183 amazon.com/sp?seller=AUOYZRZRQCJMH Meijiaa 
184 amazon.com/sp?seller=AUR95EY0ZAK5T liyuxuanstore 
185 amazon.com/sp?seller=AUURU1X57WIEW Felizer Factory Store 
186 amazon.com/sp?seller=AVRKYPIDCQGZ2 Moton 
187 amazon.com/sp?seller=AW2OJDPDO25RU yangquxiansichuangruituokejiyouxiangongsi 
188 amazon.com/sp?seller=AW8FZ29Y3G54 58 Trade 
189 amazon.com/sp?seller=AX4EMR90Y2HQO GAPPORE 
190 amazon.com/sp?seller=AXW6K5TDEF87R loiog-US 
191 amazon.com/sp?seller=AY21FBWUC1278 JIANKUN ASD 
192 amazon.com/sp?seller=AY7HDNE1O74X2 FuJun2000 
193 amazon.com/sp?seller=AYMMPY5WMJFLQ SYDZSM 
194 amazon.com/sp?seller=AZGRFRH3PRAX8 PHONGLI Direct 
195 amazon.com/sp?seller=AZNRDGFC12XC6 Sen Dao Er 
196 amazon.com/sp?seller=AZSLSJFT7Q0HJ XZFHW 
197 amazon.com/sp?seller=AZTURLJID52FK XDMJY 
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198 amazon.com/sp?seller=A13BQCFMHHFCMI zaichengggg 
199 amazon.com/sp?seller=A13OOJUJ4MYNW5 JYMY Auto parts 
200 amazon.com/sp?seller=A14LGIES5A25KB KMID 
201 amazon.com/sp?seller=A15GLMUS3UEX18 jugo-3062 
202 amazon.com/sp?seller=A17V0T3XXP6DH1 Partsto Official 
203 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1AH7O4VK2AB46 Auto safety 
204 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1AHXDHZHPLK9A JiangSuBoMuKeJiYouXianGongSi 
205 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1GLW42F9E307Z panuim 
206 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1HEC0V51J3G33 wangz1 
207 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1I4PVI70BHP0H PartBob 
208 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1JVVUW7I0XIXB Sixleafgrass 
209 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1JYN9BTHCPW7K haojieshangmaoyouxiangongsi 
210 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1M9YXPW2UGNKJ Happyworker 
211 amazon.com/sp?seller=A1WF1Q8HYHAQHJ FuQiDianZi 
212 amazon.com/sp?seller=A20J1PPMOZVGR9 ShenYangDingLiJiaDianQiYouXianGongSi 
213 amazon.com/sp?seller=A21YFK1D73TGG5 Decalship 
214 amazon.com/sp?seller=A22QC73CNM0N48 slglgool 
215 amazon.com/sp?seller=A25BXGEFJCP5SC AOTUOWEISI 
216 amazon.com/sp?seller=A26FYJ2HUGVXJK WET-OF-US 
217 amazon.com/sp?seller=A26JZTJR6WGNZ6 Amecori 
218 amazon.com/sp?seller=A28U737O2IBWO8 ewatdsg 
219 amazon.com/sp?seller=A29I2Y0Z4LQ1RF YYCYYDS 
220 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2BS6DUIT7RLQN Coolandi 
221 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2DHTGAJYUY3NV SIVIGO 
222 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2DZWJ57EHRSLW dongshicheng 
223 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2KULMVJY1MIH4 QATTABBY-US 
224 amazon.com/sp?seller=A2L9KG2N56T4S9 US-Leo-auto LLC 
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	IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
	FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS
	EASTERN DIVISION
	PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION ORDER
	IT IS SO ORDERED.
	Dated:  May 18, 2022

